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INFORMATION FOR AUTHORS

GENERAL INFORMATION. The main languages of publication are English, French,

German, and Russian. Contributions may also be accepted in other languages determined by the

linguistic capabilities of the editorial board and its referees. Please submit contributions to the

most appropriate editorial board member (for areas of specialization and languages in which each

board member will accept papers, refer to the Editorial Board Membership listing on the

masthead). Authors writing in a language not their own are advised to consult a native user of the

language of composition before submitting their papers for consideration.

AH contributions will be refereed. Copies of the referees' comments will be forwarded to

the author along with the Editor's decision. Our policy is to provide a source for the most

expeditious publication possible at the lowest possible cost to subscribers of papers of high

scholarly quality.

GUIDELINES FOR INITIAL SUBMISSION OF MANUSCRIPTS. Three (3),

paper copies of manuscripts for consideration should if possible be sent to either the editor or

the most appropriate editorial board member. Inability of authors to provide the requisite

number of copies will NOT however be grounds for automatic rejection of their work for

consideration. Papers should be double-spaced and have generous margins for corrections and

referees' comments.

The editor will notify the author of the decision and provide the author with a copy of

referees' reports.

GUIDELINES FOR PREPARATION OF FINAL MANUSCRIPTS.

General formatting instructions. Upon notification of acceptance of papers for

publication, authors should prepare their own complete and corrected manuscript. This places the

primary duty for the careful preparation of manuscripts upon the individual authors. Electronic

submissions are strongly encouraged. Papers submitted electronically may be sent

either on diskette or by electronic mail in either TrjX (plain TgX, plain A^]S TgX, and L TjjX are

strongly preferred) or composed using the author's preferred wordprocessor. Electronic files

submitted on diskette should have labels indicating (a) the platform (Mac, DOS, Windows, etc) on

which the file was created and (b) the application(s) used to create the file(s) and the version of

TgX being used. Encrypted files and most compressed files are unacceptable. Files may be

compressed only provided they are saved either as self-extracting or have been compressed

using Stifflt. Self-extracting files should include the suffix "sea" in their names; Stufflt files

should include the suffix "sit in their names. No other compression tools should be used. In

addition to the electronic file, one hard copy (paper copy) of the final manuscript should be

submitted regardless of the software used for preparation of electronic files. Authors unable to

provide electronic files must provide three scanner-legible hard copies.

Authors are responsible for the careful preparation of their own work, and the editor may

return to the author for further work any paper requiring major corrections or revisions.

The following standard instructions and ingredients are required whether preparing

manuscripts electronically or in hard copy:

Cover page. The first page of articles must include the title of the paper, author's name,

mailing address (and institutional affiliation), an abstract or descriptive summary (not longer than

one page) written in one or more of the journal's primary languages, preferably English,

French, German, or Russian, and the appropriate AMS (MOS) 1991 subject classifications. An

address for electronic mail may be included in addition to the regular mailing address.

Footnotes and references. Cited references at the end of the review should be

listed alphabetically by author and year. Complete bibliographic information must also include

place of publication, publisher, and, for articles, page range. Notes should whenever possible be

incorporated directly into the text, either parenthetically or as a "Remark". Informational

footnotes which cannot easily be incorporated into the text should be numbered consecutively

throughout the paper and if possible collected at the end of the paper. Reference footnotes to

bibliographic items should be avoided in all cases; instead, reference notes should always be

inserted in the text. Thus, for example a reference to page 123 of Hausdorff's Mengenlehre (3rd

edition, Berlin, W. de Gruyter, 1935), would be of the form: "According to Hausdorff [1935,

123] . . ." Similarly, Proposition *5Г 41 on page 345 of vol. 1 of the Principia mathematica

would appear in the text either as ". . . Whitehead and Russell [1910, Prop. *5Г41, 345]" or as


